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As a German manufacturer of braided 
and monofilament fishing lines we 
draw on over 60 years of experience 
in the development and production of 
fishing lines and fibres. Since the intro-
duction of modern technology fishing 
lines, made of synthetic fibres since 
the late 1940s, we have invested our 
passion, creativity and knowledge into 
every new product. We were not only 
one of the first companies in Europe to 
make monofilament fishing lines, but in 
the early 1990s as the first supplier of 
braided fishing lines we laid the foun-
dation for the overwhelming triumph 
of this new fishing line technology.
Today, anglers expect a lot more from 
their fishing lines. The differences 
between products are often minimal, 
but for a specialist fishing technique 
they can be a great advantage. On the 
following pages we would like to show 
you our product range, shed some light 
on the fishing line ‘jungle’ and help you 
with CLIMAX lines to get a little closer 
to your dream fish.

Speedfädel
BY®• ime- and nerve-saving, 

fluorescent threader

• Useful set of 3 for smallest 
guides down to Ø 1,6mm 
(sizes 1,5mm/3,4mm/5,9mm)

•  MADE IN GERMANY

Have you ever struggled to thread up your line 
through all these tiny guides towards the top of 
your rod? 
Cold fingers, poor visibility, finest diameter lines 
and to make matters worse all over thrilled by 
fishing fever…?

Hook in your brand new and luminous 
Speedfädel, adjust your reel break and rig up 
your rod in seconds! 
Never again your line will drop and slip back all 
the way down your rod! 
Never again you will damn poor visibility, cold 
shaking hands or finest, tiny line diameters!

Speedfädel® - simply efficient – made in Ger-
many!

HIGHSPEED THREADER

Set of 3!

Uwe Temple from Germany caught this 
exceptional halibut in a depth of 70m during 
his last trip to Norway.
The facts: length: 258cm weight: 210kg/ 
462lbs, a true giant!
Uwe used a TOUCH8+ braid with diameter 
0,25mm as a mainline and a monofilament 
Haruna Seamaster leader with 0,80mm diameter.
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Ø 0,13 0,15 0,17 0,20
kg 9,5 12,8 14,9 18,1

!
Know-how…
Braiding:
Basically, we distinguish between two 
types of braiding, which are referred 
to as round or symmetrical and oval or 
asymmetrical. The picks of the brai-ding 
too – in other words the number of 
knottings per centimetre – also plays 
an important part.
Climax fishing lines are braided  
extremely consistently and precisely, 
above all to achieve extreme reliability.

CARAT12 – Climax goes SPIRAL

The innovative spiral construction of 
this 12-fibre braid tags a milestone in 
history of braided fishing lines. 

CARAT12 is worldwide the first and 
only fishing braid that does not open 
when being twisted.  

Colours: fluo-yellow, dark-moss green• Genuine 12-fibre braid with roundest 
 profile ever 
• Line-twist is unable to open the 
 braids structure

• Increased abrasion resistance and 
 knot strength 
• over all increased life span 
• zero wind knots, perfect line lay and 
absolute silent
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Ø 0,10 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18 0,20
kg 6,8 9,2 11,3 14,2 16,6 19,0

Ø 0,22 0,25 0,28 0,30
kg 21,5 24,0 26,8 29,5

Ø 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18
kg 7,0 8,5 10,3 11,9 15,5 16,9

!

TOUCH 8+

Good to know:
Diameter:
Even with the most exact braiding 
and special stretching, a braided line 
body, when measured with a microm-
eter, will show deformity, and a laser 
measurement is imprecise due to the 
often ‘out-of-round’ body. For these 
reasons, approximate values are most 
often quoted for the diameter. You 
should therefore buy your braided lines 
according to the tensile strength or 
breaking strain and then take a look at 
the diameter.

The brand new TOUCH 8 plus: By the first touch this 
incredibly soft 8-fibre braid will fascinate you and 
not let you go – the best braid you ever fished!

Excellence for your success 
made in Germany! 

•  Genuine 8-fibre braid in ultimate perfection 
 – extremely soft and round
•  Extremely supple surface enables incredible 
 fishing

Climax PLATINUM – 8 Braid

The ultimate 8 braid! 8-fibres, braided 
on state-of-the-Art computer-controlled 
machines, using finest HMPE fibres and 
perfectly stretched using laser-tech-
nology! The result: a perfectly round, 

tight-braided and ultra smooth and sup-
ple mainline braid in thinnest diameters 
and best breaking strength. 
Teflon®-coating makes for high abrasion 

resistance and perfect casting properties. 
Pure delight guaranteed when  
using this first-class braid for perch, 
zander, bass or pike!

Colours: fluo-red, khaki, grey-violet

•  Noiseless and frictionless – the new 
 High-Tech finish makes your TOUCH fly 
 through the guides
•  Increased movement and agility of lures
•  Lowest possible stretch

Colours: dark green, pink, chartreuse
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Ø 0,04 0,06 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14
kg 3,3 4,5 6,4 10,0 11,0 12,9

Ø 0,16 0,18 0,20 0,25 0,28 0,30
kg 16,2 18,3 20,0 26,0 29,0 35,0
Ø 0,35 0,40
kg 40,0 44,0

Ø 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18
kg 6,5 7,9 9,5 13,5 15,9 18,2

Ø 0,20 0,22 0,25 0,28 0,30
kg 19,5 21,9 24,5 27,8 29,6

!

LASER LINEmiG 8

Did you know…
Stretch:
Most braided lines exhibit a very slight 
stretch of between 1% and 5% and 
provide excellent direct contact to bait 
and/or fish. When fishing with modern 
methods in particular, such as the Drop 
Shot technique, a good braid is abso-
lutely essential. The very low stretch 
does, however, also mean a perceptibly 
higher stressing on the tackle. This 
makes it particularly important to have 
the right setting on the line brake when 
using braided lines.

Superior fibre technology
This unique, new braid made from 
100% Dyneema® SK-75 fibres outper-
forms other braided lines! 

Extreme BRAID -  Made in Germany!
The new 8-ply braid for professionals 
shows the smoothest surface ever!

The breaking strength of this German-made braid 
has increased by 25% - keeping  the same diame-
ters of course! Its super low elasticity (max. 2,5%) 
results in direct contact and control over lure and 
fish at any time.

Due to thermofixation and a special Teflon®-finish, 
the LaserLine performs incredibly when casting and 
lasts considerably longer. 

Colours: yellow-orange, white, black, dark-olive

Genuine 8-ply  HMPE-fibres perform extremely 
high breaking- and knot strength. Due to our 
proprietary thermofixation process, this slightly 
stiffer and extremely supple braid has enormous 

durability and outperforms when long distance 
casting is required. Due to the close-to-zero 
elongation, excellent control over bait and fish is 
guaranteed.              

Colours: fluo-yellow, fluo-orange, olive-moss greenThe polysiloxane sealing stands for extreme abra-
sion resistance, protection from dirt-infiltration as 
well as salt and UV-rays.

Thanks to the Climax Premium-polysiloxan sealing, 
this braid features extreme abrasion resistance, co-
lour fastness  and protection from dirt-infiltration, 
salt and UV-rays.
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Ø 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18
kg 5,6 6,5 7,5 9,0 11,0 13,0

Ø 0,20 0,22 0,25 0,28 0,30 0,35
kg 14,5 16,5 18,5 21,0 24,0 30,0
Ø 0,40 0,50 0,60 0,70 0,80
kg 35,0 43,0 48,0 65,0 75,0

Ø 0,04 0,06 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14
kg 2,7 3,8 5,6 6,5 9,0 10,0

Ø 0,16 0,18 0,20 0,22 0,25 0,28
kg 11,5 13,0 14,8 16,5 19,0 22,0
Ø 0,30 0,35 0,40
kg 28,0 35,0 39,0

FLASH BRAID
100% HMPE fibre
All Flash Braids are made in Germany 
using the newly-developed, high mole-
cular PE fiber and conform to highest 
quality standards.

•  Slides almost frictionless through guides 
 ➞ excellent casting
•  Round braid, up to 8 strands
•  High breaking strength, especially on the knot

•  Highest abrasion resistance
 due to PTFE-surface treatment
• Fiber impregnation protects against salt and dirt 
 infiltration ➞ excellent use for sea-fishing in  
 diameters up to 0,80mm!

miG High Quality:
Abrasion resistance and sealing:
A braided line made of Dyneema® 
which is not sealed may be strong, but 
when it’s subjected to wear it pretty 
soon splits into individual fibres. All 
our braided lines are sealed and that 
makes them a great deal less suscep-
tible to abrasion. During production 
we distinguish between two main 

Peak performance made in Germany
meant for fishing maniacs!
100% extra strong HMPE-fibres.

• Pure Dyneema® fibres & micro braiding for 
  extremely high breaking strain and knot strength
• Thermofixation for improved castability, 
   durability and a super supple surface

Colours: grey-green, fluo-yellow

!
refinement processes: thermo-stretching 
and sealing. We have also developed a 
technique which increases the abrasion 
resistance of the best sealed line by five 
times. Lines treated in this way have set 
the standard for years, right across the 
market, for catfish or carp leaders.

Colours: yellow, grey, green
• Polysiloxane sealing for max. abrasion resistance 
and protection from dirt-infiltration, salt and UV-rays
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10 m 10 m10 m 10 m 10 m

50 m

Ø 0,14 0,16 0,18 0,20 0,22 0,25
kg 5,6 6,5 7,5 9,0 11,0 13,0

Ø 0,28 0,30 0,35
kg 14,5 16,5 18,5 Ø 0,13 0,15 0,17 0,18 0,20 0,22

kg 1,5 1,9 2,4 2,8 3,4 3,9
Ø 0,25 0,27 0,28 0,30 0,33 0,36
kg 4,7 5,0 5,9 6,8 7,5 9,4

Ø 0,10 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18 0,20
kg 0,8 1,0 1,7 2,3 2,6 3,4
Ø 0,23 0,25 0,28 0,30 0,33 0,35
kg 4,2 4,6 5,8 6,4 7,2 7,7
Ø 0,40 0,45 0,50 0,60 0,70 0,80
kg 10,0 12,3 14,0 16,0 20,0 24,0
Ø 0,90 1,00
kg 30,0 40,0

Ø 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18 0,20 0,22
kg 1,5 1,9 2,4 2,9 3,5 4,2
Ø 0,25 0,28 0,30 0,32 0,35 0,38
kg 4,9 6,0 7,0 7,7 9,0 10,0
Ø 0,40 0,45 0,50 0,60 0,70
kg 10,9 12,8 15,0 20,0 25,0

Ø 0,08 0,10 0,14 0,16 0,18 0,22
kg 3,0 3,8 4,7 5,6 6,7 8,5

Ø 0,25 0,30
kg 10,0 14,5

! FLUOROCARBON
Lines

Our advice :
Knots and knot strength:
Braided Dyneema® lines have a percep-
tibly higher tensile strength or breaking 
strain than monofilaments. The knot 
strength of a braided line, by contrast, 
is in part less than 70% of the linear 
strength. Lines subjected to severe 
stretching in particular often have a no-
ticeably lower knot strength than 
unstretched braids. This is why Climax 
braided lines are specially treated, and, 
depending on the knots, have a knot 
strength of 70% to 90%.

All CLIMAX Fluorocarbon lines are 
made 100% of pure fluorocarbon.
Unlike conventional monofilaments 
made of polyamide, fluorocarbon is 
very heavy, which means that these 
lines sink rapidly. As well as this, fluoro-
carbon does not absorb water.
Even after prolonged use in water, nei-
ther the tensile strength nor the stretch 
of the material change. Fluorocarbon is 
extremely wear resistant and its light 
refraction factor is very close to that 
of water, which means that even fish 
that can see well would find the line 
very hard to see. These are the reasons 
why fluorocarbon is so popular and so 
successful for use with predatory fish 
tackle, but an absolute must with carp 
and sea fish as well.

FLASH BRAID
SINKING 
100% HMPE fibre
All Flash Braids are made in Germany using the 
newly-developed, high molecular PE fiber and 
conform to highest quality standards.

•  Slides almost frictionless through guides 
 ➞ excellent casting
•  Round braid, up to 8 strands
•  High breaking strength, especially on the knot
•  Highest abrasion resistance
 due to PTFE-surface treatment
• Fiber impregnation protects against salt and dirt 
 infiltration ➞ excellent use for sea-fishing

CLIMAX SELECT FLUOROCARBON 
SELECT FLUOROCARBON has mastered a 
weakness that plagues most other fluorocarbon 
lines on the market: it has particularly high knot 
strength of about 80% and a suppleness that 
results in perfect casts and bait presentation. This 
is a very special line. Whether you are fishing in 
crystal clear water or stalking the most timid of 
fish, SELECT is the right choice. It has a similar rate 
of refraction to water so is practically invisible to 
fish, which dramatically increases your chances 
of success. 
Color: transparent 

CLIMAX FLUOROCARBON 
We give the angler the possibility to catch 
tricky fish in over-fished or cristal clear water 
with this special line. It quickly breaks through 
the surface tension, because it is heavier 
than water and floats inconspicuously under 
the surface. Since this line is water proof, the 
breaking strain remains at 100% even when 
wet for hours.
Attributes:
• Waterproof and UV-resistant
• Sinking (3 times heavier than nylon)
• Invisible under water
• High abrasion resistance
Color: transparent

MAX MONO FLUOROCARBON 
Supreme quality Fluorocarbon! This excellent, 
pure high grade Fluorocarbon leader material is 
extremely soft and shows very little elongation. 
Abrasion resistance is much higher than normal 
monofilaments and thanks to its incredible 
softness and purity of material, knot strength is 
excellent!

Touch Down – 
Fast sinking Braid
The clever braid „made in Germany” – 
fast sinking and a smart rating scale.
Dyneema® and extra heavy Downtex fibres are 
blended using a special process to create this 
brand new braided line. TOUCH DOWN braid is 
extremely abrasion resistant, features very high 
knot strength and, thanks to its chromatic scale, 
provides precise information on casting distance or 
water depth.
Benefits include:
•  TOUCH DOWN’s sink-rate of 5m/min!!! 3 times   
 faster than other sinking braids and 2 times   
   faster than Fluorocarbon

•  5-colour chromatic scale: easy and precise rating  
 of casting distance and water depth.
• Besides their heavy weight, the new Downtex  
 fibres also feature abrasion resistance, supple      
 ness and good knots for increased casting   
 distance, less wear and less failure.
 Climax TOUCH DOWN, a touchdown for
 ambitious carp and feeder anglers!            
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• extremely smooth  
 line surface
• sinking

• low stretch

• perfect casting properties 
 thanks to the particularly  
 smooth line surface
• extremely abrasion-resistant 
 surface

• low stretch

• extremely smooth 
 monofilament

• excellent casting properties

• reduced elongation 
 for more control

Fluorocarbon-coating 
• best possible casting properties
•  excellent abrasion resistance 

Ø 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18
kg 0,6 1,0 1,5 1,9 2,5 3,4
Ø 0,20 0,22 0,24 0,26
kg 4,0 4,7 5,2 6,0

Ø 0,14 0,16 0,18 0,20 0,22 0,25
kg 1,7 2,3 3,0 3,5 4,1 5,0
Ø 0,28 0,30
kg 6,2 7,4

Ø 0,18 0,20 0,22 0,25 0,28 0,30
kg 2,8 3,6 4,5 5,2 7,0 8,2
Ø 0,35
kg 10,5

Ø 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18
kg 0,6 1,0 1,4 2,0 2,4 3,0
Ø 0,20 0,22 0,24 0,26 0,28 0,31
kg 3,6 4,5 5,1 6,0 6,8 7,9
Ø 0,33 0,37 0,40
kg 8,8 11,1 13,0

!

Hyper Mono

Important:
Abrasion resistance:
The significance of abrasion resistance 
stands out when we fish tricky waters 
with lots of obstacles or when the line 
is used with sharp toothed fish. 
Special processing methods and coa- 
tings allow for abrasion resistance to 
be increased by up to 12 times.
Special features: Climax Hard-Mono 
and Fluorocarbon. 
In both cases, a special and denser raw 
material has been used right from the 
start. This achieves abrasion resistance 
which is many times higher than with 
conventional monofilaments made of 
polyamide.

Our new top quality monofilament 
high performance lines, made from an 
entirely newly developed copolymer: a 
special characteristic of these very soft 
lines is the particularly abrasion-resis-
tant and smooth surface. These proper-
ties allow for greater casting distances 
and optimum protection of the line. The 
HYPER lines also feature excellent knot 
strength and very low memory.
Thanks to the exact calibration, a uni-
form diameter is guaranteed over the 
entire length of the line.

CLIMAX HYPER MATCH
The Hyper Match was created especially for the 
demands of match fishing. Thanks to an extra 
treatment of the line surface, it is extremely 
smooth, which lets the line run through the 
guides much more easily. That in turn means 
noticeably better casting distances than with 
conventional monofilament lines. It has also 
good sinking characteristics, which reliably 
prevent the formation of line loops on the 
surface of the water. The Hyper Match has low 
stretch to allow for direct contact with the fish, 
and excellent wet knot strength. 

Colours: copper, light grey Colour: dark brown Colours: red, fluo-yellow, white

Colours: fluo-white, red-brown

CLIMAX HYPER FEEDER
The HYPER Feeder is enormously supple and 
amazingly abrasion-resistant. Thanks to its low 
stretch, even the slightest of takes can be 
identified very precisely. The line uses a silicone 
coating to slide more easily through the guides 
and achieve noticeably longer casting distances.  
Other important features are the very good 
sinking properties, high knot strength and low  
memory. It’s perfect for feeder fishing. The brown 
colour of the line also makes for optimum camou-
flage. 

CLIMAX HYPER SPIN
The perfect high-performance line made of the 
best copolymer material for fishing with hard- 
and softlures as well as dead bait, super supple 
and superbly abrasion-resistant. The low stretch 
allows for direct contact, which is really impor- 
tant especially when spinning with hard- or soft-
lures. Thanks to the amazingly smooth fluorocar-
bon-sealed surface, exceptionally long casts can 
be achieved. The high wet knot strength and an 
extremely low memory are further guarantees of 
a fishing experience which promises to be really 
successful. The striking colours make it easier for 
the human eye to see the line, even under poor 
lighting conditions, without scaring the fish.

CLIMAX HYPER CAST
This very supple monofilament is a true special-
ists line and was designed for extra long and 
precise casting. Thanks to its special fluorocarbon 
coating the HYPER Cast has truly amazing sliding 
properties to make the line literally fly off the reel 
and perform extremely long casting. 
It goes without saying that the HYPER Cast has
extremely low stretch and very high knot 
strength, while its exact calibration ensures a 
uniform diameter over the entire length of the line.
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mono

Ø 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18
kg 0,8 1,1 1,6 2,2 2,7 3,4
Ø 0,20 0,22 0,25 0,28 0,30 0,35
kg 4,2 4,9 6,1 7,5 8,5 11,0
Ø 0,40 0,45 0,50
kg 14,0 18,0 22,0

Ø 0,16 0,18 0,20 0,22 0,24
kg 2,6 3,0 3,8 4,1 4,5
Ø 0,28 0,30 0,33 0,37 0,40
kg 5,4 6,5 7,5 10,0 12,0
Ø 0,45 0,50 0,60 0,70
kg 14,0 16,0 23,0 29,0

Ø 0,18 0,20 0,22 0,25 0,28
kg 3,4 4,0 4,4 5,8 6,8

!

!Attention:
Knots & Knot strength:
Depending on raw materials, finish 
and depending on the knots, a mono-
filament line has a knot strength of 
75% to 98% (compared to its linear 
strength). The slightly harder fluorocar-
bon attains a knot strength of 60% to 
80%. In general it can be said that the 
higher the stretch and suppleness of 
the line, the greater the knot strength. 

CAUTION: It’s not unusual for hard  
fluorocarbon to squash or even cut 
a soft monofilament. This is why you 
should always use a swivel when con-
necting two different materials to each 
other.

Colour:
A monofilament fishing line generally 
is coloured all the way through. This 
means that colour pigments are already 
mixed in with the plastic granulate and 
these lines are almost immune to fading.   
The colours of our monofilament lines 
are individually matched and optimised 
to the individual types of use and  
possibly even to the species of fish you 
are out to catch.

Interesting Info:
Stretch:
Basic principles:
A monofilament line has an average 
stretch of between 18% and 30%.

Advantages of high elasticity: 
• Shock absorption when fighting fish
• Imposes less wear on the fishing tackle
• Better knot protection
• Prevents the hook from slipping and 
reduces loss of fish

Advantages of low elasticity:
• Excellent  control on bait and fish 
• Direct, rapid strikes can be achieved

Memory: 
‘Memory’ is the term used to describe 
how monofilament lines ‘remember’ 
the time spent on the reel. If the line 
curls a lot when it unwinds, it has 
a lot of ‘memory’. Dryness and high 
temperatures reinforce this effect. Soft 
lines with high stretch generally have 
less memory.
By way of a special treatment, directly 
after the extrusion, we reduce this 
memory effect as far as possible. But 
memory cannot be eliminated com-
pletely; other properties of the line 
would suffer too much as a result.

CLIMAX SELECT HIGH TEC
This exceptional line is the best choice for 
the highest handling demands and maximum 
security in fresh and salt water and for all 
kinds of fish.
The high-quality nylon is molecular sealed 
and stretched multiple times, so that breaking 
strain, knot strength, memory elasticity and 
abrasion resistance are united in the best 
possible combination and will not be outdone 
by any other monofilament.
Color: turquoise blue

CLIMAX Edel-Trout
A new specialist’s line from Climax, custom-built 
for trout fishing. To achieve optimum protection 
and a very smooth surface for the line, the 
surface has been sealed with fluorocarbon. This 
prevents the line from absorbing water, which 
would reduce its knot strength and abrasion 
resistance. Excellent casting abilities and very 
low memory are extra benefits. 
The matt orange colour is clearly visible to the 
angler for best possible control, but can only 
be seen with difficulty by fish. The line does of 
course also come in a less noticeable light grey 
colour.

  Quality
For 100%, the new Climax  mono is made 
of a supreme multi-polymer, which is made 
exclusively for Climax.

  Control
This special monofilament has a very low stretch of 
below 20%. Normal lines have approx. 28%. The 

 mono allows a maximum of control over 
bait and fish.

  Strength
Linear strength as well as knot strength of  

 mono are superb and, as all Climax lines, 
continuously tested and confirmed in the lab.

 

  Reliability
The  mono is extremely consistant and 
reliable with lowest tolerances. Every inch is equal-
ly strong, thin and round.

  Resistance
A special surface treatment makes the line cast 
easily and silently through the line guides. On top, 
the line is very abrasion resistant.

  ICE
Climax’ innovative additive perfectly protects  
this mono from icing. Failure caused by extremely 
cold water temperatures in toughest conditions 
have effectively been reduced – there is no better 
mono in cold water.

Colours:  transparent, oliv, light-blue, brown
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10 m 10 m10 m 10 m 10 m

50 m

Ø 0,20 0,25 0,28 0,30 0,35
kg 15,0 17,0 23,0 29,0 34,0
Ø 0,40 0,50 0,60
kg 36,0 54,0 72,0

Ø 0,20 0,25 0,30 0,35 0,40
kg 15,0 17,0 25,0 30,0 33,0

Ø 0,30 0,35 0,40 0,50 0,60
kg 6,3 7,9 11,2 16,0 21,4
Ø 0,70 0,80 1,00 1,20
kg 27,5 36,0 51,0 66,0

Ø 0,25 0,28 0,30 0,35 0,40
kg 5,2 6,1 7,2 9,3 11,7
Ø 0,45 0,50 0,60
kg 14,2 17,0 22,5

lbs 12 16 20 30 50 80 130

Ø 1,30 1,60
kg 130 175

lbs 12 20 30 50 80 130

Ø 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18 0,20
kg 7,5 9,0 11,0 13,0 14,5
Ø 0,25 0,30 0,35
kg 19,0 25,0 31,0

HARUNA 
SEAMASTER
We offer sea anglers an innovative all-
in-one package with this all encompas-
sing saltwater program that suits our 
competent dealers and customers in 
the area of deep sea fishing.
Breaking strain, elasticity, abrasion  
resistance and precision are harmoni-
zed through the most modern tech-
nology in monofilament and multifila-
ment line manufacturing.

HARUNA SEAMASTER MONO  SPECIAL
This special Mono for all types of saltwater  
fishing has a surface structure, fitted to all of 
these special requirements, which effectively pre-
vents line damage caused by salt crystal. Thanks 
to low elasticity and high abrasion resistance, 
this line is ideal for pirk fishing and suitable for 
trolling. Color: light-blue

HARUNA SEAMASTER ULTIMATE MONO 
High performance monofilament line for 
universal use in saltwater. The special surface 
coating ensures high abrasion resistance and 
first-class casting power. The HARUNA Mono 
also has low stretch, high knot strength and low 
memory. This specialist line is ideally suited for 
spinning and trolling as well as for surfcasting. 
Colours: orange, fluo-green, light blue

BRAIDED – 
HARUNA SEAMASTER BRAID 
This braid is the best saltwater line we know, with 
extremely tight and round braiding and complex 
special coating that protects against abrasion and 
salt crystal. With low friction coefficient, similar to a 
monofilament, this line has proven an extraodinary 
reliability in the Norwegian deep sea or in the 
Caribbean.
Color: yellow

HARUNA SEAMASTER BRAID „DISTANCE“
Our popular and well proven high-performance 
braid for toughest saltwater conditions now fea-
tures a precise scale for depth control. Each 10 
meters five recurring and broad visible colour marks 
help to precisely measure the depth you currently 
fish. A smooth surface, its tight pix count, extreme 

abrasion resistance and excellent knot strength 
make this line your most reliable companion fishing 
in challenging
offshore conditions. Color: yellow

BRAIDED – CLIMAX DACRON 
The classic, DACRON, was the worldwide leader 
in braided fishing line for years. Today, it is an 
economical alternative to modern lines made 
DYNEEMA®-Fibres. The tightly braided line is made 
up of 12 up to 16 strands of Polyester; it has low 
elasticity and high breaking strain. Its main purpose 
is for catching big game fish in saltwater. Color: 
white with green dots

HARUNA SEAMASTER IGFA QUALITY 
This monofilament Big Game line meets 100% of the 
IGFA (International Game Fish Association) standards 
on the precise calibration of international competition 
line and catches unbelievably good as well! Ask the 
pros! Attributes: • Exact calibration according to IGFA 
Standard • Regulated elasticity for strong hooking 
performance and buffer when playing the fish • Opti-
mal color for lowest possible under water visibility
Color: salmon pink

HARUNA PLANER BOARD LINE 
Finally a high-end professional Planer Board 
Line made from 100% Dyneema®.
This very strong and highly abrasion resistant 
line has an extremely smooth surface – perfect 
for using Planer boards all over the world.
Color: orange

HARUNA SEAMASTER MULTICOLOR BRAID
Our new braided sea fishing line is made of high-
molecular PE fibres in a multicoloured finish. 
The HARUNA Multicolor has outstandingly good 
abrasion resistance and knot strength. Thanks 
to its particularly smooth surface, the line glides 
through the rings with no resistance from friction. 
A special fibre impregnation process also reliably 
prevents dirt and salt from penetrating the line 
and helps ensure a long service life.
The colours of the line change every 10 metres.
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HARUNA
SEAMASTER

Ø 1,00 mm 68 kg 165 cm Ø 1,00 mm 68 kg 80 + 50 cm Ø 0,90 mm 51 kg 390 cm

Ø 0,90mm 51 kg 460 cm Ø 1,00 mm 68 kg 175 cmØ 0,50 mm 20 kg 120 cm

lbs 20 40 60 90 130
lbs 175 220

lbs 20 30 50 80 100
lbs 150 200

Ø 0,26 - 0,58 0,28 - 0,58
Ø 0,33 - 0,58 0,37 - 0,58

Ø 0,26 - 0,58 0,28 - 0,58
Ø 0,33 - 0,58 0,37 - 0,58

Ø 0,40 0,50 0,60 0,70 0,80
kg 10,0 14,0 17,0 20,0 24,0
Ø 0,90 1,00 1,20 1,30 1,50
kg 30,0 40,0 50,0 68,0 90,0

Ø 0,60 0,75 0,90 1,05 1,20
kg 30,0 42,0 60,0 80,0 100
Ø 1,45 1,60
kg 150 180

Ø 0,60 0,70 0,80 0,90 1,00
kg 24,0 32,0 42,0 51,0 68,0
Ø 1,20 1,40
kg 95,0 120

HARUNA SEAMASTER RIGS
Developed by specialists for real 
northern sea professionals. Every rig 
is the creation of many years’ careful 
thought and design by the author of 
Kutter & Küste and Sportex Team angler 
Sebastian Rose. Each individual item has 
been extensively tested and optimised 
during Sebastian’s many fishing trips 
and guided fishing tours in Norway.
The result is a sophisticated range of rigs 
refined in every detail. Huge numbers of 
excellent catches during the rigs’ testing 
phase bear witness to their excellent 
catching qualities. These rigs make 
exclusive use of the tried and trusted 
Climax Haruna Seamaster lines, made of 
high strength monofilament material for 
all kinds of saltwater fishing. They are 
matched with top quality VMC hooks.

FLATFISH RIG
This natural bait rig is ideal for boat fishing for 
plaice, flounder and other species. The spinner in 
front of the bait is particularly attractive to flatfish, 
while the rotation is a real ‘crowd puller’ that will 
produce a lot more fish. It works best with herring 
or mackerel off-cuts, but shrimps or prawns are also 
a good choice of bait.

HAKE RIG
This rig spells success for hake and shellfish. 
These species are happiest when close to the 
sea bed so the rig has been designed extra long. 
The illuminous tubes protect the rig from sharp 
teeth, as well as attracting large numbers of fish. 
The rotating spinners and the octopus in front of 
the bait really pull in the target fish and ensure a 
high bite rate.

LING RIG
A revolutionary rig designed to catch big ling. 
Unlike normal rigs, which include two single 
hooks, this features a large treble that can be 
used with bait fish or large shads.

REDFISH RIG
Custom-built rig featuring seven circle hooks, 
well spaced out to target large deep-swimming 
shoals of redfish. Several swivels are incorpora-
ted to avoid tangles.
The clear tubing and floating beads make for 
anti-tangle properties and protect the rig from 
the toughest teeth. Fish or shrimp can be added 
to make the presentation even more tempting. 
Anglers are advised to wait for a time after a 
take to maximize the catch.

HALIBUT SPOON RIG
Big halibut are the target for this twin function 
spoon rig. It can either be fished as ‘flutter-rig’ 
or using fish fillet in various sizes thanks to its 
moveable hook. Spinners and spoon are highly 
attractive and capable to induce more takes than 
any other rig.

HALIBUT DEAD BAIT RIG
This dead bait rig for large halibut features a thin 
wire fitted to the large single hook which allows 
for optimum attachment of the fish fillet. A 
transparent tube prevents twisting and protects 
the line. The large spinner in front of the bait is 
particularly attractive to halibut, the rotation 
inducing many more takes.

SEA JIG
Meore infos 
on page 28

CLIMAX WIND-ON LEADER 
The perfect leader - ready to fish! CLIMAX 
WIND ON LEADERS meet the toughest require-
ments of the world’s best off shore competition 
anglers. They are easy to use, withstand the 
strongest fights and slip back easily through the 
tip guide when playing fish close to the boat 
for safer landing or releasing fish. Armed with 
CLIMAX FLUOROCARBON the Wind-On Leader 
is perfect for frequently fished waters whereas 
CLIMAX HARD LEADER virtually boosts the 
leaders breaking strain and is the right choice 
for real big fish... both are incredible abrasion 
resistant and durable. Make your choice!

CLIMAX SURF-LINE 
Aerodynamic tapered line with color coding 
for extreme distances. You will achieve greater 
distances with the aerodynamic taper of this 
surf line than you would with a parallel line. It is 
effectively protected from sand, rocks and mussels 
by a special surface coating. In order to better 
estimate casting distance, the lines entire length is 
four-colored contrasted. We also offer the tapered 
shock leaders separately at a total length of 15 
meters and at five pieces per spool.

Hard Leader

Fluorocarbon

Knotless tapered line 220 m, Color: 4 changing 
colors and transparent taper

Tapered leader
Color: transparent

HARUNA SEAMASTER HARD LEADER 
This leader material has been developed, through 
its special hardening, for the roughest fishing in 
deep sea, ledges, coral and mussel reefs. It sticks 
stiffly out from the main line and holds the hook 
in the correct position. With such a high breaking 
strain (180 kg at just 1.60 mm diameter), even a 
Halibut of 150 kg would not be a problem. Haruna 
Seamaster Hard Leader is even successfully used in 
professional fishing and valued for its transparency. 
Attributes: • Ideal also for professional sea fishing 
Color: light-grey

HARUNA SEAMASTER FLUOROCARBON 
This leader material is almost invisible for fish, 
thanks to a light refraction index that is almost 
that of water. The leader sinks 3x faster than  
leaders made of nylon, it is UV-resistant, 
resistant to cold and waterproof, so that the 
original breaking strain remains the same even 
after hours of fishing. The perfect leader for 
frightened fish or overfished waters.
Color: transparent

HARUNA SEAMASTER LEADER 
This exclusive leader material is capable of an 
enormous breaking strain – 95 kg with just  
1.20 mm diameter – and nevertheless does not 
have problems with knots. Whether a self-knot-
ted paternoster or a deep sea leader, you can 
completely rely on this monofilament.
Color: transparent
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Ø 0,18 0,20 0,24 0,30
lbs 10,0 15,0 20,0 30,0

Ø 0,25 0,28 0,35 0,40 0,45
kg 4,8 5,5 8,0 10,6 12,5
lbs 10,0 12,0 17,0 22,0 25,0

Ø 0,25 0,28 0,30 0,34 0,38
kg 5,0 6,1 7,0 9,0 11,0

Ø 0,50 0,60
kg 15,5 20,3

Ø 0,50 0,60
kg 15,5 20,3

Ø 0,28 0,30 0,35 0,40
kg 5,9 7,2 9,2 11,5

Ø 0,28 0,30 0,35 0,40
kg 5,8 7,1 9,1 11,2

Ø 0,18 0,20 0,25
lbs 15,0 25,0 35,0

„CULT“ 
Carp Lines
A system to success – You find every- 
thing necessary for successful carp  
fishing. 

The perfect carp line, innovative leader 
materials for all different sorts of 
applications, proven “ready-made-rigs” 
as well as tools.

CULT DURAMAX MONOSHELL
The innovative eight-carrier carp braid from  
Climax. Thanks to the cruciform braided and 
highly wearresistant fluorocarbon threads, a 
Mono-Shell structure is created which provides 
consistent protection against abrasion.
The line’s suppleness and circular cross section  
allow it to slide through the ring without resistan-
ce, resulting in longer casts. 

CULT FLUOROCARBON
Just for mainline or rig making the brand new 
CULT Fluorocarbon is without doubt the ideal 
line to use. Unlike conventional Fluorocarbons 
on the market, it is very supple and has low 
memory. Cult Fluorocarbon consequently casts 
further and performs better knot strength than
others. 

Colours: transparent, olive-transparent

CAMOU MASK
Our developed, sinking, four-carrier braided carp 
line with a top price-to-performance ratio! Thanks 
to the tight braid, the line has a round, supple  
surface, while a special fibre-sealing technique 
prevents the absorption of water and gives the line 
excellent resistance to abrasion. 
The subtle camouflage colour perfectly masks the 
line on the bottom.

CULT CARP-LINE – 
Best available raw materials for stability and  
increased life span! Specially formulated surface 
for extra abrasion resistance and castability. 
Unidirectional molecule structure for maximum  
breaking strain and controlled elasticity.  
Polymer additives for perfect suppleness and lo-
west possible memory. Linked molecules increased 
for up to 90% stronger knots. Computer controlled 
line diameter, density for consistent breaking strain 
and maximum reliability. Color: black

CULT EXTREME 
The perfect mainline for extreme situations that 
demand everything from your tackle. This handy and 
super supple line has got nothing in common with 
what you know about carp lines until today. A pro-
cess in production adds incredible abrasion resistance 
exceeding other monofilaments by up to 12 times. 
Memory does almost not exist with the CULT Extreme 
line and a 20-25% elasticity allow to control a 
hooked fish in every situation. Its mattfinished olive 
colour virtually vanishes in an underwater ambience.

CULT DEEP PURPLE 
This special new monofilament is designed to meet 
all the demands of carp fishing. The nylon core, 
sheathed with fluorocarbon, causes the line to sink as 
well as preventing water absorption. The sheathing 
also protects against wear and provides controlled 
stretch. Thanks to the incredibly smooth surface, the 
line slides rapidly through the rings free of friction. 
The distinctive purple adds a visual highlight.

CULT FLUOROCARBON SNAG LEADER
In response to demand, Climax has produced the 
100% fluorocarbon Snag Leader.
Enormously hardwearing, even when fished over 
shells or sharp stones, it also has low stretch 
and memory properties. A leader for really tough 
conditions.

CULT CARPLINE SHOCKLEADER
The ultimate shock leader when it comes to  
casting long distance. Its well balanced strech 
perfectly absorbs the casting energy so the 
mainline will not break even when casting at 
maximum load. The refined surface makes for 
excellent abras on resistance – perfect when 
fishing tricky waters with mussel banks or other 
tough obstacles.

Thanks to an extremely high density this line 
quickly sinks the ground and with its discreet 
shade of olive it perfectly blends into the lake 
bed.
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Red-Brown

Camouflage

Weed

Silt

Weed

Gravel

Silt

Silt

Weed

Weed

Silt

Gravel Weed

Silt

Transparent Transparent

Weed

Camouflage

Silt

Gravel

Ø 0,14 0,18 0,24 0,30 0,35
kg 10 15 20 25 30

lbs 20 30
kg 9,1 14,5
m 20 20

lbs 20 30
kg 9,1 14,5
m 20 20

lbs 30 40
kg 14,5 19,5
m 10 10

lbs 15 25 35 45
kg 7 12 15 22
m 10 10 10 10

kg 7 10 15
lbs 15 20 35
m 20 20 20

Ø 0,40 0,50 0,60
lbs 15 25 35
m 20 20 20

Ø 0,35 0,40 0,45 0,50
lbs 15 20 25 30
m 20 20 20 20

Ø 0,25 0,30 0,45
kg 12,0 15,0 20,0
lbs 25 30 40

DURAMAX LEADER 
Extremely smooth and 5x more abrasion resistant 
shock leader made of braided DYNEEMA®-Fibre to 
relieve the main line during far casts. 
A perfect combination with Climax CULT EXTRE-
ME! Length: 25 m

SKIN BRAID
Use CULT Skin Braid to make the most inconspi-
cious anti-tangle rigs. Coated with a removable 
anti-tangle skin this line is a must have in every 
tackle box. Simply remove the coating to expose 
the extra supple braid that perfectly blends in 
with all possible lake beds.

SNAKEBRAID
Climax Snakebraid helps to preserve nature, clearly 
improves existing products and makes fishing more 
efficient and sustainable. The non-toxic leader 
outperforms traditional leadcore in suppleness, 
abrasion resistance and camouflage. Thanks 
to its high density fibres, Climax Snakebraid is 

HUNTERS BRAID HEAVY
The special surface coating of this soft, very 
close-knit braid combines with its hard-wearing 
qualities to easily cut through seagrass and other 
vegetation. A newly-developed, heavy fibre has 
been incorporated into the braid to achieve a rapid 
sink rate and ensures the cast always lies flat on 
the bottom. 

extremely heavy and can fully abstain from using 
lead to make it sink. The absence of the toxic metal 
boosts the suppleness and with its highly effective 
camouflage patterns it hides perfectly in the 
ground. Climax Snakebraid splices easily and can 
be perfectly knotted as well. It is available in WEED, 
SILT and Gravel patterns.

HUNTERS BRAID 
Thanks to its special fibre treatment and camou- 
flage surface sealing, this leader is especially 
abrasion resistant and made for waters with 
rocky grounds, mussel beds and stubborn roots.

XPANDA LINK
Made from fluorocarbon, this special braid ex-
pands under pressure to create a kind of “rubber 
band” effect, making it difficult for a fish to 
throw the hook when being played. The braid 
is very soft and the weight of the fibres ensures 
perfect presentation on the bottom.

FLEXI CHOD
This anti-tangle hooklink is just right for presen-
ting baits against murky background. The rigid 
material can easily be shaped and perfectly re- 
covers when set under tension. Additional ad-
vantages include high abrasion resistance and 
low stretch.

CHIMERA MONO
This almost invisible fluorocarbon rig features 
an extraordinary suppleness to ensure the fish 
suspects nothing when it takes the bait. The extra 
heavy hooklink mono is an excellent sinker, featu-
res low stretch and is extremely abrasion resistant.

LEAD CORE – SUPER SUPPLE 
This lead core material features an abrasion-
resistant and easily spliceable sheath, is 
extremely heavy and virtually disappears on 
the lake or river bed. It is ideal for both, inline 
and bolt rigs.
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Weed

Silt

Gravel

lbs 25 35 45
kg 12 15 20

lbs 25 35 45
kg 12 15 20

cm 70 Ø 1,6 2,4
m 1 1

LEAD CORE LEADER – ALL PURPOSE 
This abrasion-resistant lead core leader is heavy 
and virtually disappears on the lake or river bed. 
Equipped with a loop on one end and a swivel 
on the other end, it is suitable for both, inline 
and bolt rigs. The perfect choice for muddy 
water beds and wary fish. Combine with Climax 
CULT Hunters Braid as hooklink!

LEAD CORE LEADER  –  SAFETY BOLT CLIP
This ready-made bolt rig features an abrasion 
resistant sheath for difficult waters. Extra heavy 
and supple, it sinks quickly and virtually dis- 
appears on the lake or river bed. All materials 
used are of highest quality and perform to the 
maximum even after long-term use.

CLEAR LEADER 
Featuring an extra-smooth, soft coat, this 
top-quality clear leader sinks and virtually 
vanishes on the lake or river bed. It is suitable 
for both in-line and bolt rigs. This leader is a 
„musthave“ in your tackle box and the perfect 
choice for clear water and shy fish. 
Content: 1 piece/pack
• Color: transparent

SHRINK TUBE 
Careful steaming of the tube will shrink it by 
50%. This makes it ideal for various rigs such 
as line-aligner rigs and many other. Should not 
be exposed to flame as this could harm the 
material.
Color: transparent, black

SPLICING NEEDLE – QUICK CHANGE 
The perfect tool for making knotless connec-
tions or rigs using Leadcore, Climax Dyna Splice 
or other material. Ask your dealer for a Climax 
refill pack if you run out of needles. 
Content: 1 piece/pack + 4 spare needles

SPLICING NEEDLE REFILL PACK 
Refill pack for CULT Splicing Needle - Quick 
Change (6 Pieces). Content: 6 pieces/pack

kg 5 7,5 10 17,5
m 5 5 5 5

kg 4 6 8 10 14
m 3 3 3 3 3

kg 4 6 8,5 13
m 3 3 3 3

Ø 0,30 0,40 0,50 0,70
kg 5 10 14 20
m 10 10 10 10

kg 4,5 9,1 13,6 18,1 23
m 10 10 10 10 10

kg 5 10 15 20
m 5 5 5 5

FLUOROCARBON LEADER 
•  100% fluorocarbon
•  Almost invisible to fish
•  Extremely smooth and abrasion resistant
 surface
• Enormously tough, even under low capacity
• Resistant to heat and cold

TOOTHY CRITTER 
•  49 ultra-fine, tight braided steel threads
•  Highly supple
•  Incredibly abrasion resistant
• Can be knotted
•  Can also be welded with the careful
 application of heat

TITANFLEX LEADER 1 x 7 
•  7 ultra-fine, tight braided steel threads
•  Super flexible
•  Great breaking strain and abrasion resistance
•  Twists and tangles reduced to a minimum
•  Service life many times greater than steel

TITANFLEX LEADER SINGLE STANDARD 
•  Super flexible
•  Enormous breaking strain and abrasion
 resistance
•  Twists and tangles reduced to a minimum
•  Service life many times greater than steel

FLEXISTEEL 7x7
•  49 (7x7) ultra-fine, tight braided steel
 threads
•  Non-reflective surface
•  Extraordinarily abrasion-resistant and
 highly supple
•  Excellent breaking strain
•  Perfectly suited for freshwater as well
 as saltwater

HARD MONO LEADER
•  The perfect alternative to steel
•  Special structure of the surface resists
 the sharpest teeth
•  Five times more abrasion resistant than
 conventional nylon
•  Ultra-transparent, making it almost invisible
 to fish
•  Perfectly suited for freshwater as well as
 saltwater

„SNATCH“ Predator Lines
The Climax SNATCH product range for 
predatory fish has been completely 
redeveloped in close co-operation with 
our predator experts. We have used 
only the highest quality materials for 
the range, which covers a broad spec-
trum, starting from complete, ready-
to-use natural baits through to Fireball 

rigs and complete assembled rigs. All 
leader materials are also available on 
spools, including crimp sleeves that 
allow anglers to put together their own 
rigs. The range has all the tried and 
trusted quality the market has come 
to expect from Germany’s top rig spe-
cialist.
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kg 5 10 15 20
hook 4 1 1/0 2/0
cm 60 60 60 60

kg 4,5 9,1 13,6 18,1 23
hook 4 1 1/0 1/0 1/0
cm 60 60 60 60 60

kg 5 10 14 20
hook 4 1 1/0 1/0
cm 60 60 60 60

kg 4 6 8,5 10 13
hook 4 4 2 1 1/0
cm 50 50 50 50 50

g 30 60 90 150 190 230
hook 4 2 2/0 3/0 4/0 4/0

g 150 190 230
hook 3/0 4/0 4/0

kg 5 10 15 20
cm 60 60 60 60

kg 5 10 15 20
cm 60 60 60 60

kg 4 6 8 10 14
cm 50 50 50 50 50

kg 5 10 14 20
cm 60 60 60 60

kg 4,5 9,1 13,6 18,1 23
cm 60 60 60 60 60

SEA-JIG 
This rig is ideal for presenting a dead bait close 
to the bottom when drift fishing from a boat. The 
Climax Cult Catfish braid has very high abrasion 
resistance and is armed with VMC treble hooks 
for extra security when tackling powerful  
predators. With a 0.92mm diameter and 80kg 
breaking strain, it is suitable for both sea and 
freshwater fishing.
Contents: 1 unit. Length 25 cm.

FLEXSTEEL HOOK LEADER (7x7/1x19)
•  Dead bait rig made from stainless steel
 7 x 7 or 1 x 19
•  Non-reflective surface
•  Extraordinarily supple, yet has high
 abrasion-resistance
•  Excellent breaking strain

FIREBALL CATFISH RIG
Designed specifically with catfish in mind, the  
Fireball is perfect for vertical fishing of a dead 
bait or soft bait close to the bottom where catfish 
lurk. The Climax Cult Catfish braid has proven ab-
rasion resistance and the two VMC treble hooks 
provide extra assurance against losing big fish.

Contents 1 unit. Length 25 cm.
Heads with 30g+ 60g are equiped with
7x7 steel wire and treble hook
(braking strain: 5kg / 10kg)

TITANFLEX LEADER 
•  The perfect predator rig for dead baits
• Twists and tangles reduced to a minimum
•  Service life many times greater than steel
•  Extremely flexible and abrasion resistant
 with enormous braking strain
• Can be used in saltwater or freshwater

HARDMONO HOOK LEADER 
•  Dead bait rig made from HARD MONO
    material
•  Special coating resists the sharpest
    predator teeth
•  Five times more abrasion resistant than
    conventional nylon
•  Ultra-transparent, making it almost
    invisible to fish
•  Perfectly suited for freshwater as well
 as saltwater

FLUOROCARBON HOOK LEADER 
•  Dead bait rig made of 100% fluorocarbon
•  Almost invisible under water
•  Extremely smooth and abrasion resistant
    surface
•  Enormously strong, even under sustained
    loading
•  Resistant to heat and cold

SNATCH Hook Leaders are made from 
tried and trusted Climax materials 
and are combined with tough, ultra 
sharp treble hooks made by VMC.
All crimp sleeves are fixed with five 
pressure points for extra reliability.

Only the finest quality Climax materials 
are used for the SNATCH Leaders. 

A strong swivel and cross-lock snap 
provide added security.  

FLEXSTEEL LEADER 7 x 7
•  49 (7x7) ultra-fine, tight braided steel
 threads
•  Non-reflective surface
•  Extraordinarily abrasion resistant and
 highly supple
•  Excellent breaking strain
•  Perfectly suited for freshwater as well
 as saltwater

FLEXSTEEL LEADER 1 x 19
• 19 (1x19) ultra-fine, tight braided steel
 threads
• Non-reflective surface
• Extraordinarily abrasion resistant and
 very supple
• Excellent breaking strain
• Perfectly suited for freshwater as well
 as saltwater

HARD MONO LEADER
•  The perfect alternative to steel
•  Special surface resists the sharpest teeth
•  Five times more abrasion resistant than
 conventional nylon
•  Ultra-transparent, making it almost invisible
 to fish
•  Perfectly suited for freshwater as well as
 saltwater

TITANFLEX LEADER 1 x 7
•  7 ultra-fine, tight braided titanium
 threads
• Super flexible
• Enormous breaking strain and abrasion
 resistance
• Twists and tangles reduced to a minimum
• Service life many times greater than steel

FLUOROCARBON LEADER 
•  100% fluorocarbon
•  Almost invisible to fish
•  Extremely smooth and abrasion resistant
 surface
•  Enormously strong, even under sustained
 loading
•  Resistant to heat and cold.

!

Do it yourself…
Our SNATCH LEADERS come in spools 
for making individual rigs. All the 
spools come with a small box of suitab-
le crimp sleeves.  
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weight 10g
single hook 5/0 (2x)
treble hook --
Ø line 0,92mm
breaking strain 80kg
length 180cm

weight 20g
single hook 7/0
treble hook 2/0
Ø line 0,92mm
breaking strain 80kg
length 180cm

weight 30g
single hook 7/0 + 9/0
treble hook --
Ø line 0,92mm
breaking strain 80kg
length 180cm

weight 30g
single hook 7/0
treble hook 2/0
Ø line 1,00/1,30mm
breaking strain 54kg
length 180cm

Ø 0,75 1,05
kg 40 80
cm 80 80

Ø 0,50 0,92
kg 50 80
cm 80 80

Ø 0,28 0,39
kg 25 40

Ø 1,00 1,30
kg 100 135

Ø 0,90 1,05 1,20
kg 60 80 100

Ø 1,00 1,20
kg 54 70

Ø 0,40 0,50 0,60 0,75 0,92
kg 40 50 60 75 80

Ø 0,80 1,00 1,50
kg 80 100 150
m 20 20 20

CULT Catfish 
Lines
The CLIMAX catfish program has earned 
itself an excellent reputation right 
throughout Europe’s catfish centres. 

Whether in Italy, Spain, France or 
Germany many leading anglers trust 
CLIMAX CULT catfish line, their success 
proves them right.

CATFISH MONO LEADER     
Highly transparent special monofilament leader 
with enormous abrasion resistance and powerful 
lifting capacity.

CATFISH BRAIDED LEADER
Braided leader with extremely high abrasion 
resistance and enormous lifting capacity. 
Perfect for fishing wobblers, blinkers and shads 
in flowing and still water.

GUDGEON RIG – U-FLOAT
Rig for fishing with gudgeon or small bait fish.
Fittings: VMC hook, ball-bearing mounted 
swivels, abrasion -resistant Catfish Strong line, 
10g U-float. The length of the rig can be 
individually adjusted.

LOBWORM RIG 
Rig designed especially for fishing with lobworm 
bundles.  Fittings: VMC hook, ball-bearing mount-
ed swivels, abrasion -resistant Catfish Strong line, 
20g U-float. The length of the rig can be 
individually adjusted.

LOBWORM-CALAMARI RIG 
Rig designed especially for fishing with lobworm 
bundles or pieces of calamari. Fittings: VMC 
hook, ball-bearing mounted swivels, abrasion-re-
sistant Catfish Strong line, 30g U-float. The length 
of the rig can be individually adjusted.

BAIT FISH RIG – COMBI RIG
Rig designed especially for fishing with small bait 
fish. The combination of stiff high-tech mono and 
braid protects against tangling in a current.  
Fittings: VMC hook, ball-bearing mounted swiv-
els, abrasion-resistant Mono and Catfish Strong 
line, 30g U-float. The length of the rig can be 
individually adjusted.

CLIMAX CATFISH X-CAST 
This catfish spinning line has been specially 
developed and tested under extreme conditions. 
The special sealing process, which has been tested 
by neutral laboratories, makes this line not just 
smooth as a monofilament line, but it is also more 
resistant to abrasion than any comparable braided 
line. This is the ideal fishing line for waters plagued 
by mussel beds and sharp stones, a line that pros 
can trust! Color: red-brown

CLIMAX CATFISH LEADER 
We have utilised the same production process as 
used in CATFISH X-CAST to develop this leader 
material out of abrasion resistant DYNEEMA®-
Fibres. It remains very supple – for perfect bait 
presentation - and is very easy to work with. The 
durability of this leader is extremely high.
Color: grey, yellow

CLIMAX CATFISH LEADER Hard Mono
The special hardened surface of this leader makes it 
resistant to the rough mouth of the catfish, as well 
as to other sharp-edged obstacles. The leader also 
has very little elongation, which ensures direct  
contact with the fish. The rigidity of the material  
prevents tangles when casting and when on the  
bottom. Here is the perfect leader for catching even 
the most cautious of catfish.

CLIMAX CATFISH LEADER Soft Mono
Our new Special Leader for ‘tough customer’ catfish 
is very supple and can be easily knotted. The surface 
structure provides reliable protection against wear 
and gives it that extra toughness needed when 
playing cats. Minimal expansion ensures direct 
contact with the fish. The leader also boasts 
excellent load bearing qualities.

CLIMAX CATFISH STRONG 
Developed for one of the strongest freshwater 
fish in the world, the Catfish Strong displays its 
strength under the hardest conditions: The 
extremely tight and round, 100% DYNEEMA®-
Fibres braided line achieves 5 times higher 
abrasion resistance thanks to the multiple coa-
ting developed exclusively by us. Rocks, mussels, 
roots or limbs cannot harm this line and with its 
white color, it ensures good visibility. Whether its 
buoy fishing or bottom rigging, Catfish Strong 
can be trusted upon. Color: brown, white

CLIMAX CATFISH KEVLAR LEADER
• 12-strand braid 
• Ultra abrasion-resistant
• Super round with very smooth surface

FIREBALL MONTAGE
CATFISH
More infos on page 28 
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single hook 7/0
treble hook 3/0
Ø line 1,30mm
breaking strain 120kg
length 180cm

single hook 5/0
treble hook 2/0
Ø line 0,92mm
breaking strain 80kg
length 180cm

single hook 5/0 (2x)
treble hook --
Ø line 0,92mm
breaking strain 80kg
length 180cm

single hook 7/0 + 9/0
treble hook --
Ø line 1,30mm
breaking strain 120kg
length 180cm

single hook 7/0 + 9/0
treble hook
Ø line 1,00/1,30mm
breaking strain 54kg
length 180cm

single hook 7/0 + 7/0
treble hook --
Ø line 1,00/1,40mm
breaking strain 54kg
length 180cm

weight 30g
single hook 7/0
treble hook 2/0
Ø line 1,00/1,30mm
breaking strain 54kg
length 180cm

weight 30g
single hook 7/0 (2x)
treble hook --
Ø line 1,00/1,30mm
breaking strain 54kg
length 180cm

weight 60g
single hook 7/0
treble hook 3/0
Ø line 1,00/1,30mm
breaking strain 54kg
length 180cm

weight 20g
single hook --
treble hook 2/0
Ø line 1,00/1,30mm
breaking strain 54kg
length 180cm

weight 30g
single hook --
treble hook 2/0
Ø line 1,30mm
breaking strain 120kg
length 180cm

weight 30g
single hook 7/0
treble hook --
Ø line 1,30mm
breaking strain 120kg
length 180cm

weight 30g
single hook 7/0
treble hook --
Ø line 1,00/1,40mm
breaking strain 54kg
length 180cm

BAIT FISH RIGS
Rig for fishing with bait fish. 
Fittings: VMC single and treble hook, ball- 
bearing mounted swivels, abrasion-resistant 
Catfish Strong line. The length of the rig 
 can be individually adjusted.

All U-floats are available separately!

BAIT FISH RIGS
Rig for fishing with bait fish. 
Fittings: VMC single hooks, ball-bearing mounted 
swivels, abrasion-resistant Catfish Strong line. 
The length of the rig  can be individually adjusted.

BAIT FISH RIG - COMBI RIG 
Rig for fishing in flowing water with bait fish. 
The combination of stiff high-tech mono and 
braid protects against tangling in a current. Fit-
tings: VMC hook, ball-bearing mounted swivels, 
abrasion -resistant Mono and Catfish Strong line. 
The length of the rig can be individually adjusted.

DEAD BAIT MONO-RIG
Rig designed for fishing with bait fish. 
The combination of stiff high-tech mono 
protects against tangling in a current.  
Fittings: VMC hook, ball-bearing mounted 
swivels, abrasion-resistant Mono line. 
The length of the rig can be individually 
adjusted.

LOBWORM/CALAMARI RIG
Basic rig for fishing with lobworm bundles and/
or calamari pieces. Fittings: VMC hook, ball-
bearing mounted swivels, abrasion-resistant 
Catfish Strong line. The length of the rig can be 
individually adjusted.

GUDGEON/LOBWORM RIG 
Rig for fishing with gudgeon or lobworm bundles. 
Fittings: VMC hook, ball-bearing mounted 
swivels, abrasion-resistant Catfish Strong line. 
The length of the rig can be individually adjusted.

BAIT FISH RIG – COMBI RIG
Rig designed especially for fishing with small bait 
fish. The combination of stiff high-tech mono and 
braid protects against tangling in a current.  
Fittings: VMC hook, ball-bearing mounted 
swivels, abrasion-resistant Mono and Catfish 
Strong line, 60g U-float. The length of the rig 
can be individually adjusted.

NATURAL BAIT RIG – COMBI RIG
Rig designed especially for fishing with natural 
bait. The combination of stiff high-tech mono and 
braid protects against tangling in a current.  
Fittings: VMC hook, ball-bearing mounted swiv-
els, abrasion-resistant Mono and Catfish Strong 
line, 20g U-float. The length of the rig can be 
individually adjusted.

CALAMARI/LOBWORM RIG – COMBI RIG
Rig designed especially for fishing with lobworm 
bundles or pieces of calamari. The combination of 
stiff high-tech mono and braid protects against 
tangling in a current.  
Fittings: VMC single and treble hook, ball-bearing 
mounted swivels, abrasion-resistant Mono and 
Catfish Strong line, 30g U-float. The length of the 
rig can be individually adjusted.

CALAMARI/LOBWORM RIG – COMBI RIG
Rig designed especially for fishing with lobworm 
bundles or pieces of calamari. The combination of 
stiff high-tech mono and braid protects against 
tangling in a current.  
Fittings: VMC single hooks, ball-bearing mounted 
swivels, abrasion-resistant Mono and Catfish 
Strong line, 30g U-float. The length of the rig can 
be individually adjusted.

BAIT RIG (NATURAL BAIT)
Rig designed especially for angling with natural 
bait. Fittings: VMC treble hook, ball-bearing 
mounted swivels, abrasion-resistant Mono and 
Catfish Strong line, 30g U-float. The length of the 
rig can be individually adjusted.

BAIT RIG (NATURAL BAIT)
Rig designed especially for angling with natural 
bait. Fittings: VMC single hook, ball-bearing 
mounted swivels, abrasion-resistant Mono and 
Catfish Strong line, 30g U-float. The length of the 
rig can be individually adjusted.

NATURAL BAIT MONO RIG
This rig is designed especially for fishing with 
natural bait. The combination of stiff high-tech 
mono and braid protects against tangling in a 
current.  Fittings: VMC hook, ball-bearing 
mounted swivels, abrasion-resistant Mono line, 
30g U-float. The length of the rig can be
 individually adjusted.
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Ø 0,30 0,35
kg 7,9 10,2
m 400 300

Ø 0,40 0,50
kg 12,2 17,3
m 250 200

Ø 0,30 0,35 0,40
kg 7,9 10,2 12,2
m 400 300 250

Ø 0,25 0,30 0,35
kg 5,6 7,9 10,2
m 500 400 400

Ø 0,17 0,20 0,23
kg 2,9 3,7 4,3
m 500 500 500

Ø 0,28 0,30 0,35 0,40
kg 7,2 7,9 10,2 12,2
m 300 300 300 300

Ø 0,28 0,30 0,35 0,40
kg 7,0 8,0 9,5 12,0
m 300 300 300 300

Ø 0,50 0,60
kg 17,3 19,5
m 200 200

Ø 0,15 0,18
kg 2,4 3,0
m 500 500

Ø 0,24 0,28
kg 5,2 7,2
m 500 400

Ø 0,18 0,20 0,22 0,25
kg 3,0 3,7 4,3 5,6
m 500 500 500 400

Ø 0,15 0,20 0,25 0,30 0,35 0,40
kg 1,6 2,8 4,2 5,7 7,2 10,2
Ø 0,45 0,50 0,55 0,60 0,70 0,80
kg 12,0 14,5 17,3 19,5 25,0 33,0
Ø 0,90 1,00 1,10 1,20 1,30 1,40
kg 38,0 46,0 55,0 65,0 70,0 80,0
Ø 1,50 1,60 1,80 2,00
kg 90,0 96,0 110,0 125,0

Ø 0,15 0,18 0,20 0,22 0,25 0,30
kg 2,2 2,8 3,5 4,3 5,0 7,2
Ø 0,35 0,40 0,45 0,50 0,60 0,70
kg 9,1 11,5 14,3 17,0 20,0 24,0

Ø 0,12 0,14 0,16 0,18 0,20 0,22
kg 1,5 1,95 2,6 3,3 3,9 4,5
Ø 0,25 0,28 0,30 0,35 0,40 0,45
kg 5,7 6,7 7,9 12,0 14,0 17,0
Ø 0,50
kg 21,0

Ø 0,25 0,28 0,30 0,35 0,40 0,50
kg 5,0 6,2 7,0 9,0 11,8 17,4
Ø 0,60 0,70
kg 21,3 27,8

Important Info:
Tensile strength – breaking strain:
The linear tensile strength or breaking 
strain of a line is a measure of its resis-
tance to tearing without knots. 
Fishing lines from all manufacturers are 
always tested for their tensile strength 
under the same laboratory conditions. 
Unfortunately, not all manufacturers 
stick to this procedure and they mis-
lead buyers by providing ’sugarcoated’ 
or even faked test results. A tensile 
strength of 3.5kg to 4kg with a diame-
ter of 0.20mm is regarded as a reliable 
and realisitc reference for a very, very 
good monofilament line. Any noticeably 
higher values should ring alarm bells.
EFTTA, the European Fishing Tackle 
Trade Association, issues a quality cer-
tificate for the authenticity of the tech-
nical data of fishing lines. Climax was 
one of the initiators of this certificate 
and was involved right from the start. 
You really can trust it.

!

CLIMAX TROUT 
• excellent knot strength
• extremely smooth and
   easy to cast
Color: light-blue

CLIMAX EEL
• especially abrasion resistent
• camouflage effect
   through dark colour
Color: brown

CLIMAX CODFISH 
• low elongation for 
   heavy lures/baits
• high visability for controlled fishing
Color: yellow

CLIMAX PIKE 
• excellent knot strength
• low elongation for better contact
   to lure and fish
Color: grey

CLIMAX CARP 
• special abrasion protection
   on surface
• ideal elongation when
   playing the fish
Color: brown

CLIMAX SEABREAM 
• high tensile strength
• highly resistent against saltwater
Color: light-blue

CLIMAX SEABASS 
• high saltwater resistence
• smooth surface
   for better casting
Color: transparent

CLIMAX CATFISH 
• absorbs strong hits
• high tensile streng
Color: green

CLIMAX BREAM 
• very soft and smooth
• almost invisible in the water
Color: white

CLIMAX PIKE PEARCH 
• high tensile strength
• low elongation for better contact
   to lure and fish
Color: light-grey

CLIMAX  PEARCH
• Low stretch for direct contact
• Extremely smooth and supple
• High knot strength
Color: grey-green

CLIMAX SOFT & 
STRONG 
is successfully used by anglers  
between Alaska, Patagonia and Aus-
tralia, from the Caribbean through 
Europe all the way into Mongolia.

CLIMAX SOFT & STRONG
This all-round line combines strength, suppleness 
and elasticity in a very well balanced combination. 
It definitely is the right choice for anglers who want 
to cover all the areas of their passion with a really 
good line.
Attributes:
• Good breaking strain and knot strength
• Suitable for fresh and salt water
• Transparent, nearly invisible in water
Color: white, blue, green, grey, brown, pink, rainbow

CLIMAX SOFT PLUS
The perfect line for anglers who appreciate a 
soft line with little memory and higher elasticity 
absorbing heavy strokes of a fighting fish.
In close and middle distances this line is ideal for 
delicate fishing for fresh water as well as sea fish 
in all sizes.
Attributes:
• High suppleness
• Lower memory effect
• Very good sensibility
Color: light blue, transparent, his-vis, yellow

CLIMAX SALTWATER
CLIMAX SALTWATER is a hard, abrasion  
resistant fishing line that sea anglers will find 
ideal for boat and beach fishing.
The special surface guards against abrasion 
and its toughness prevents salt crystal damage.
Attributes:
• Particularly resistant to UV rays
• High abrasion resistance
• Hard surface that resists salt crystals
Color: orange, yellow, blue, transparent

CLIMAX STRONG PLUS
Thanks to its low elasticity and high
breaking strain, this line conveys direct
bait contact, even over a wider distance.
The hook can be set very quickly.
It is very well protected against abrasion,
thanks to its hard surface.
Attributes:
• Very high breaking strain and knot strength
• Low elasticity for direct bait control
• Abrasion resistant
• Ideal for fresh and salt water fishing
• Color: transparent

Speci-Fish Lines
We have put a lot of time, effort 
and testing into the CLIMAX ran-
ge of target species fishing lines.
The results are clearly visible; a  
range of premium lines with high 
breaking strains that keep their 
promise! These lines are not just 
the right colour for the fish you’re 
targeting. The elasticity, hardness 
and abrasion resistance have 
been finely balanced to suit the 
application, tackle and method 
required by the individual species. 
CLIMAX lines provide unbeatable 
quality and price.
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